Instantaneous Determination of Heat Transfer Coefficients in a Steam Generator for an Alternative Energy Upgrade System
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Abstract: The present work shows a mathematical model to determine the thermal behavior of a steam generator in an alternative energy upgrade system. In this system, alternative energy (solar, geothermal or waste heat from an industrial process) is upgraded to a higher temperature, through a thermodynamic cycle. A plate heat exchanger is used as the steam generator, and is a key component in the system. A mixture of water-lithium bromide + ethylene glycol was used as working solution. The steam generator works with alternative energy, this is used to evaporate a part of the working solution inside the steam generator. The temperature profile and the heat transfer coefficients were obtained with type T thermocouples placed along the plate heat exchanger. The conditions that produce the highest heat transfer coefficients for the alternative energy system and the calculated heat transfer coefficients for the working solution are shown. This is the first work where a plate heat exchanger is used as a steam generator in an energy upgrade system and the first time that has been calculated the heat transfer coefficients for the working solution. There are no previous data of the use of the working solution on steam generators.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The world faces one main problem, global warming, consequence of the increase in greenhouse gas concentrations, resulting from human activity such as fossil fuel burning. Main consumer of fossil fuel is the industrial sector [1], where high temperatures are necessary for the processes or chemical reactions. Besides the pollution caused by using fossil fuel, it is important to say that the reservations of this fuel are ending, therefore, it is necessary to look for alternative energies. This type of energies (such as solar, geothermal, or waste heat from industrial processes) can be used in absorption systems. Absorption heat pumps (AHP) are equipments able to operate with this type of energy. AHP could be used for cooling (such as air conditioner or refrigeration systems) and for heating (delivering heat at high temperature). The absorption heat pumps use a working solution composed by an absorbent and a working fluid. Among the most common working solutions in these systems are: water - lithium bromide (where the working fluid is water) and ammonia-water (ammonia is the working fluid). Another solution that has been proved in AHP is water-Carrol\textsuperscript{TM} (lithium bromide + ethylene glycol in a ratio 4.5:1, percentage in weight). This solution designed by Carrier Co., was originally proposed for systems of air conditioning [2], however, it has been evaluated experimentally in AHP [3], showing some advantages in comparison with other solutions.

Water-Carrol\textsuperscript{TM} has a higher operation range, for its superior solubility compared to water-lithium bromide solution. Water-lithium bromide solution has a crystallization risk at concentrations higher to 65%, water-Carrol\textsuperscript{TM} presents crystallization risk at concentrations higher to 70%.

These equipments have enormous potential for reducing the primary energy requirements by low grade energy transformation [4, 5]. The AHP that delivers heat at high temperatures is called Absorption Heat Transformer (AHT). Through a thermodynamic cycle of absorption, an AHT increases the temperature of the alternative energy source to a higher level. There are two types of AHT, Single Stage Heat Transformer (SSHT) and Double Stage Heat Transformer (DSHT). The DSHT has the configuration of two SSHT coupled, where the useful heat from one is added to the other [6].

The AHT can be used in any industrial process where low temperature heat flow occurs. Scarcely any valuable mechanical or electrical energy is needed as drive power [7]. The main applications of AHT are for industrial processes and for using solar energy. In 2002, it was reported that there were 15 AHT operating in industrial plants worldwide [8].
Economical evaluations have been reported for equipments in different industries. The economical evaluation is done in comparison with the consumption of primary energy. It has been reported that with a SSHT, is possible to achieve 45% of primary energy saving, and, with a DSHT 60%, in comparison in an industry without this type of systems [9]. The economic feasibility of transform low temperature waste heat (80 – 100 °C) into a useful heat of 90 – 160 °C has been evaluated. An AHT was designed with a useful performance of 4 MW, showing a period of return on investments of 2.3 years. It is considered that the price of the waste heat is nil [7]. The installation of an AHT has been reported in a synthetic rubber plant in China, the waste heat is used to heat water up to 110 °C, and this stream of water is returned to another part of the process. The energy saving by installing the AHT into the industrial process was evaluated with the difference of the steam consumption before and after the AHT system being installed, the steam consumption per ton of rubber was reduced from 2.53 ton before to 1.04 ton now. Besides, diminishing the steam consumption, 2337 tons of exhaust gas were given off to the air environment (including SO₂, NOx, CO) [10]. Costa et al. [11] show a proposal of installation of a DSHT in a pulp and paper plant, with waste vapor supplied to the AHT, therefore 17 t/h of LP steam could be obtained. Considering all the reductions in energy supplied, the pay back time for the investment is 1.6 years. Huicochea et al., [12], reported the application of an AHT for water purification, the quality of the obtained water is comparable to that from a laboratory distiller; also there is a proposal to couple this equipment to plane solar collectors [13]. AHP can be used in high capacity desalination plants, especially in areas where there is a lack of fresh water [14]. Sözen and Yücesu [15] proposed to use an AHT to increase the temperature of a solar pond; the simulation shows that it is possible to obtain useful heat at 150 °C.

There is a lack of information about steam generation in absorption machines. Shitara y Nishiyama reported the study of a compact heat exchanger with different fluids arrangement [16]. Roriz et al., and Táboas et al., evaluated the working mixture ammonia-water in a plate heat exchanger (PHE); they are used as steam generators in absorption machines for refrigeration [17, 18]. Rivera et al. reported the heat transfer coefficients of steam generation in solar absorption refrigeration systems, for the mixtures ammonia–water, ammonia–lithium nitrate and water–lithium bromide [19, 20]. So far, there are no works about steam generators using the mixture water–Carrol™. Instead, for this work, the data reported for boiling fluids in plate heat exchangers were considered [21-24].

The heat pumps have different components depending on the process that they carry out (compression or absorption). The absorption heat pumps have the advantage of not using refrigerants that are noxious to the atmosphere, an absorption cycle substitutes the compression process. The main components of an absorption heat pump are: absorber, generator, condenser, evaporator, economizer, expansion valve and pumps.

The heat pumps can be classified by its temperature levels [25]:

Heat pumps type 1: the temperature of the evaporator is lower that the temperature of the condenser (compression and absorption heat pumps) T_EV < T_CO.

Heat pumps type 2 (or absorption heat transformer): the temperature of the evaporator is higher than the temperature of the condenser. T_EV > T_CO.

2. ABSORPTION HEAT TRANSFORMER

An AHT has three levels of temperature and two levels of pressure. Fig. (1) shows a schematic diagram in axes of pressure against temperature. Alternative energy is supplied (at intermediate temperature and atmospheric pressure) to the generator and the evaporator (T_GE, T_EV), in the generator carries out the steam generation, changing the concentration of the working solution. The working fluid is condensed in the condenser, delivering a quantity of heat at low temperature (T_CO). Then the working fluid goes to the evaporator through the expansion valve (reducing its pressure) where it is evaporated at the same temperature as that of the generator. The vapor goes to the absorber, where the solution coming from the generator absorbs it, delivering heat at high temperature (T_Ab), which is the useful heat (upgrade energy) obtained from the alternative energy. Finally, the solution goes to the generator starting the cycle again. Between the absorber and the generator, a heat exchanger is placed (economizer); its function is to preheat the solution coming from the generator.

![Fig. (1). Schematic diagram of an absorption heat transformer.](image)

The steam generator is the starter component of the AHT cycle. The steam generated, goes to the condenser and evaporator, and, finally, when the working solution absorbs the steam, heat at high temperature is obtained. Without the steam generation, there would not be absorption or useful heat. A better understanding of the steam generation process will allow a more efficient operation of the system and, a better use of the alternative energy source. The efficiency in the heat transfer in the generator has a significant impact in the performance of the AHT. Therefore, a mathematical model for the simulation of the heat transfer in the generator is presented to determine instantaneously, the best operation conditions in the generator. There are no previous works in a steam generator operating with this working solution.
3. METHODOLOGY

Test Rig

The experimental set up is an AHT where the main components are plate heat exchangers. As far, there are not previous works in AHT where the five components are PHE. This type of heat exchangers have many advantages in comparison to others; they are compact equipments with big heat transfer areas, they are easy to clean, and it is possible to modify the transfer area changing the number of plates. The generator is a horizontal heat exchanger, with seven plates. Two plates form a channel. There are six channels, in three of them flows the working solution and in the three remaining, water of the heater system (alternative energy). So far, we do not have an alternative energy source; instead electric resistance simulates the alternative energy. With an electric relay, it is possible to fix the temperature and to maintain it during the experimental test. The temperature is fixed between 75 and 90 °C. It is possible to reach this temperature by plane solar collectors and solar ponds [26, 27]. The flows of the heater system are controlled by a valve and a flow meter. It is not possible to place thermocouples inside the PHE; instead, ten thermocouples were placed in the wall of the plate, in the two first channels. Fig. (2) shows a diagram of the flows in the generator and the location of the thermocouples in the two first channels. The thermocouples are connected to a data logger that measures the temperatures every ten seconds. These temperatures are sent to the program to calculate instantly the heat transfer coefficients. With the instantaneous determination of the heat transfer coefficients, it is possible to modify some parameter during the experimental test, like mass flow of the alternative energy source, and observe if that modification has an impact in the performance of the system. Also all the data are being sent to an Excel™ file.

![Fig. (2). Plate heat exchanger as the steam generator.](image)

4. MATHEMATICAL MODEL

The mathematical model considers the heat transferred to the working solution by the alternative energy system and the changes in the concentration of the working solution. The model was programmed in Vee Pro© 7.5 Software by Agilent Technologies. Fig. (3) shows a diagram for the steam generation.

![Fig. (3). Diagram of the steam generation process.](image)

The heater system and working solution flows in countercurrent. A quantity of water is evaporated from the working solution. The heat transferred to the solution is:

\[
Q_{\text{heat}} = m_{\text{heat}} (H_{\text{heat,out}} - H_{\text{heat,in}}) \tag{1}
\]

The heat transfer equation is:

\[
q_{\text{heat}} = U A \Delta T_{\text{in}} \tag{2}
\]

The global heat transfer coefficient \( U \) is:

\[
U = \frac{1}{\frac{1}{h_{\text{heat}}} + \frac{\Delta z}{k_{\text{ss}}} + \frac{1}{h_{\text{liq}}}} \tag{3}
\]

The heat transfer coefficients for the heater system were calculated with two equations, previously reported for single phase flow in PHE. The equation of Bogaert & Bölcs [28]:

\[
h_{\text{heat}} = 0.2634 \left( \frac{k_{\text{heat}}}{D_h} \right) \text{Re}^{0.7152} \text{Pr}^{\frac{1}{3}} \text{Re}_{\text{Pr}=30}^{0.64} \tag{4}
\]

And the equation of Chisholm and Wanniarachchi [29]:

\[
h_{\text{heat}} = 0.724 \left( \frac{k_{\text{heat}}}{D_h} \right) \left( \frac{6\beta}{\pi} \right)^{0.646} \text{Re}^{0.583} \text{Pr}^{\frac{1}{3}} \tag{5}
\]

Where \( \beta \) is the angle of the plate (60°) and \( D_h \) is the hydraulic diameter.

The heat transfer coefficient for the working solution is calculated as follows:

\[
\frac{1}{h_{\text{liq}}} = \frac{1}{U} + \frac{1}{h_{\text{heat}}} + \frac{\Delta z}{k_{\text{wall}}} \tag{6}
\]
The concentration and the physical properties of the working solution are determined by the equations published by Reimann and Biermann [30].

5. RESULTS

With the measures of the thermocouples placed in the generator it was possible to determine the temperature profiles for the heater system (that use the alternative energy source) and the profile of the working solution. With the determination of the thermal behavior in the generator, it will be possible to estimate the quantity of alternative energy upgraded in the absorber. Fig. (4) shows the profile for the heater system.

![Fig. (4). Profile of the heater system.](image)

Fig. (4). Profile of the heater system.

Fig. (5) shows the temperatures profile for the working solution and the heater system in the first channel.

![Fig. (5). Temperature profiles of the heater system and the working solution.](image)

Fig. (5). Temperature profiles of the heater system and the working solution.

Fig. (6) shows the heat transfer coefficients for three different flows (2.6 to 3.3 L/min) of the heater system with alternative energy. The flows selected, were tested in the AHT, obtaining satisfactory results.

![Fig. (6). Heat transfer coefficients for the heater system.](image)

Fig. (6). Heat transfer coefficients for the heater system.

to the PHE divided in three channels for the heater system. Fig. (7) shows the values of the average heat transfer coefficients for different mass flows, with the equations 4 and 5, it is important to stand out that for relative low mass flows (1.3 and 2 L/min) of the heater system, the values of both correlations are very close, this difference is increasing with the highest mass flows. This could be explained by the exponential term in the equation of Bogaert & Bölcs.

![Fig. (7). Average heat transfer coefficients for different mass flows.](image)

Fig. (7). Average heat transfer coefficients for different mass flows.

Fig. (8) shows the heat transfer coefficients only with equation 5; in this graph it is possible to observe that the increase in the mass flow is not linear to the increase in the value of the coefficient. With a mass flow of 2 L/min an average heat transfer coefficient of 6.3 kW/m² K is obtained and for a mass flow of 4 L/min the average heat transfer coefficient is of 10.3 kW/m² K.

![Fig. (8). Heat transfer coefficients only with equation 5.](image)

Fig. (8) shows the heat transfer coefficients only with equation 5; in this graph it is possible to observe that the increase in the mass flow is not linear to the increase in the value of the coefficient. With a mass flow of 2 L/min an average heat transfer coefficient of 6.3 kW/m² K is obtained and for a mass flow of 4 L/min the average heat transfer coefficient is of 10.3 kW/m² K.

Fig. (9) shows the variations of the average heat transfer coefficient with different Reynolds numbers and for three different temperatures of the alternative energy source. The heat transfer coefficient increase with the Reynolds number, this behavior is similar as reported for Hsieh and Lin for a plate heat exchanger [31]. The highest heat transfer coefficient of 11.2 kW/m² K corresponds to a Reynolds number of 2310. This Reynolds number is obtained at temperature of 90 °C.
Fig. (8). Heat transfer coefficients for the equation of Chisholm.

Fig. (9). Heat transfer coefficient against Reynolds number for different temperatures.

Fig. (10) shows the heat transfer coefficient for different heat load and different mass flows of the alternative energy. The highest heat transfer coefficients are obtained for 4 L/min and temperature of 90 °C. These values correspond to the highest Reynolds number of 2310. These conditions promote heat transfer.

For the mathematical model it is considered that the steam generation begins once the working solution reaches the highest temperature, this is about 0.27 m of the plate (Fig. 11). The steam generation is reached almost at the end of the plate. The concentration of the solution increases when the steam generation begins as it is shown in Fig. (11).

Fig. (11). Concentration profile along the plate.

According to this concentration profile, the properties for the working solution are calculated as a function of the temperature and the concentration. In Fig. (12) the profiles for density and viscosity are shown. The density remains almost constant during the heating of the solution; when the steam generation begins, the values of the density are increased due to the increase in the concentration of the working solution. The viscosity shows a light decrease while the solution is being heated.

Fig. (12). Profiles of density and viscosity of the working solution.

Fig. (13) shows the profiles of the specific heat and enthalpy. The enthalpy shows a higher influence of the temperature in comparison to other properties. Its values are increased while the solution is being heated. The specific heat shows a decrease when the steam generation begins and the concentration is increased.
Instantaneous Determination of Heat Transfer Coefficients

This is the first work where the heat transfer coefficients are instantly calculated for the solution water - Carrol™, therefore, it is not possible to compare these results with previously reported data or with another correlation. However, M. de Vega [32] used the equation 7 reported by Hsieh and Lin [31] for the solution water - lithium bromide.

\[ h_{\text{liq}} = 0.2 \left( \frac{k_{\text{liq}}}{D_h} \right) \text{Re}^{0.7} \text{Pr}^{1/3} (88Bo)^{0.5} \]  

(7)

For the similarity of the solution water – Carrol™ with the solution water - lithium bromide, it was decided to compare the coefficient of heat transfer obtained with the equation 6 versus those calculated with this correlation. The results obtained with equation 6 were also compared with the correlation of Han et al., [33] for two-phase flow:

\[ h_{\text{liq}} = Ge_1 \left( \frac{k_{\text{liq}}}{D_h} \right) \text{Re}^{Ge_2} Bo^{0.3} \text{Pr}^{0.4} \]  

(8)

Where Ge_1 y Ge_2 depends of the plate geometry:

\[ Ge_1 = 2.81 \left( \frac{\Lambda}{D_h} \right)^{-0.041} \left( \frac{\pi}{2} - \beta \right) \]  

(9)

\[ Ge_2 = 0.746 \left( \frac{\Lambda}{D_h} \right)^{-0.082} \left( \frac{\pi}{2} - \beta \right) \]  

(10)

\( \Lambda \) is the heat exchanger pitch.

Fig. (13). Profiles for the specific heat and enthalpy for the working solution.

It is possible to observe that the difference of the values between the correlations is of 14%. The difference of these correlations compared to the coefficient calculated with equation 6 is of 68% with the equation of Hsieh and Lee, and 47% with the equation of Lee and Kim. This difference could be explained because the coefficient calculated with equation 6 is in function of the global heat transfer coefficient and the heat transfer coefficients of the heater system; while the correlations are in function of the dimensionless parameters such as Pr, Re, and Bo number. Those parameters take into consideration the concentration and the physical properties of the solution water – Carrol™. The heat transfer coefficients for the working solution are smaller than the heater system. It will be important to obtain the highest coefficients for the alternative energy source and for the working solution, that way the steam generation will be improved and, therefore a higher level of upgrade energy will be achieved.

6. CONCLUSIONS

A thermal analysis for a steam generator in an energy upgrade system has been shown. The steam generator is the starter component of this system that use alternative energy. Heat transfer coefficients for the alternative energy source and for the working solution water–Carrol™ were obtained. The heat transfer coefficients for the alternative energy source were obtained with two different correlations with very close results. The heat transfer coefficients increases with the heat load. The highest heat transfer coefficients are obtained for a Reynolds number of 2300, temperature of the alternative energy source of 90 °C and mass flows of 4 L/min. The heat transfer coefficients for the working solution were calculated with two different correlations with differences close to 14%, obtaining values between 1.8 and 2.1 kW/m² K. The heat transfer coefficients for the working solution are smaller than the obtained for the alternative energy source.
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**NOMENCLATURE**

- $A$ = area [m$^2$]
- $Bo$ = boiling number
- $D_h$ = hydraulic diameter [m]
- $H$ = enthalpy [kJ/kg]
- $h$ = heat transfer coefficient [kW/m$^2$ K]
- $k$ = thermal conductivity [kW/m K]
- $m$ = mass flow [L/min]
- $Pr$ = Prandtl number
- $q$ = heat rate [kW/m$^2$]
- $Re$ = Reynolds number
- $T$ = temperature [°C, K]
- $U$ = global heat transfer coefficient [kW/m$^2$ K]
- $X$ = concentration [% weight]
- $\beta$ = chevron angle [radians]
- $\Delta T_{lm}$ = log mean difference of temperatures
- $\Delta z$ = wall thickness [m]

**Subscript**

- $AB$ = absorber
- $EV$ = evaporator
- $CO$ = condenser
- $GE$ = generator
- $vap$ = vapor
- $liq$ = liquid working solution
- $heat$ = heater system
- $in$ = inlet condition
- $out$ = outlet condition
- $wall$ = wall of the plate
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